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A B S T R A C T 

We present a CO(3 −2) study of four systems composed of six (ultra) luminous infrared galaxies (U/LIRGs), located at 0.28 < 

z < 0.44, that straddle the transition region between regular star-forming galaxies and starbursts. These galaxies benefit from 

previous multiwavelength analysis allowing in depth exploration of an understudied population of U/LIRGs at a time when the 
universe is experiencing a rapid decline in star formation rate density. We detect CO(3 −2) emission in four targets and these 
galaxies fall between the loci of regular star-forming galaxies and starbursts on the Kennicutt–Schmidtt relation. Compared to 

low luminosity LIRGs and high luminosity ULIRGs at similar redshifts, we find they all have similar molecular gas budgets 
with the difference in their star formation rates (SFR) driven by the star formation efficiency (SFE). This suggests that at these 
redshifts large molecular gas reservoirs must coincide with an increased SFE to transition a galaxy into the starburst regime. We 
studied the structure and kinematics and found our four detections are either interacting or have disturbed morphology which 

may be driving the SFE. One of the CO(3 −2) non-detections has a strong continuum detection, and has been previously observed 

in H α, suggesting an unusual interstellar medium for a ULIRG. We conclude that our sample of transitioning U/LIRGs fill the 
gap between regular star-forming galaxies and starbursts, suggest a continuous change in SFE between these two populations 
and the increased SFE may be driven by morphology and differing stages of interaction. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: star formation – infrared: galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

n recent decades multiwavelength studies have revealed the connec- 
ion between gas, dust, and existing stellar mass within a galaxy, and
ow these processes shape the evolution of galaxies through cosmic 
ime. Observations have shown a tight correlation between the star 
ormation rate (SFR) and stellar mass ( M � ) of a galaxy, known as
he main sequence (MS) of star-forming galaxies (e.g. Daddi et al. 
007 ; Noeske et al. 2007 ), with a galaxies position on the MS plane
iven by the specific SFR (sSFR = SFR/ M � ). The sSFR can be used
o categorize two populations of star-forming galaxies: normal star- 
orming galaxies and starbursts. Normal star-forming galaxies lie 
 E-mail: laurence.hog an@ph ysics.ox.ac.uk 
 Present address: Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Keble Road, 
xford OX1 3RH, UK. 
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ithin a scatter of 0.3 dex of the MS whereas starbursts fall in the
egion a factor of 4 or more above the MS correlation (e.g. Whitaker
t al. 2012 ). It is suggested that normal galaxies are forming stars in
 quasi steady state, fuelled from continuous in-falling gas from the
ntergalactic medium (e.g. Dekel, Sari & Ceverino 2009 ); whereas 
tarbursts seem to be undergoing a short-lived period of heightened 
tar formation driven by stochastic processes such as mergers (e.g. 
acconi et al. 2008 ; Daddi et al. 2010 ; Genzel et al. 2010 ) The
ormalization of the MS correlation increases with redshift (e.g. 
peagle et al. 2014 ), in line with the increase in the cosmic star
ormation rate density (SFRD) between z = 0–2 (e.g. Madau &
ickinson 2014 ). 
It is now widely accepted that a strong correlation exists between

he surface density of gas within a galaxy and the surface density of
FR known as the Kennicutt–Schmidtt law, � SFR ∝ � 

N 
gas , with gas

n local galaxies following a tight non-linear scaling law given by
ndex N = 1.4 ± 0.15 (Schmidt 1959 ; Kennicutt 1998 ). Shallower

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4005-9619
mailto:laurence.hogan@physics.ox.ac.uk
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ndices are found for the molecular gas mass surface density, � mol ,
ith the approximately linear relationship suggesting a stronger link
etween SFR and molecular gas within a galaxy (e.g. Bigiel et al.
008 , 2011 ; Schruba et al. 2011 ; Leroy et al. 2013 ; de los Reyes
 Kennicutt 2019 ). The ratio of SFR and molecular gas gives the

tar formation efficiency (SFE) of a galaxy ( � SFR / � mol ), which
ells us how quickly a galaxy can convert its current molecular
as reservoirs into stars, but does not take into account any mass
ecycled back into the interstellar medium (ISM) from winds and
upernova remnants (e.g. Tacconi et al. 2018 ). MS galaxies have a
ower SFE than starburst galaxies (e.g. Tacconi, Genzel & Sternberg
020 ) suggesting different triggering mechanisms are responsible for
tar formation in these two groups, and it is key to understand SFE
nd depletion time ( τ dep ≡ 1/SFE) to explain the physics of the MS.
he bi-modality of regular star-forming galaxies versus starbursts

n the MS parameter space can be due to higher gas fractions
nd/or higher SFE, with observations showing that the SFE and gas
raction increase with both distance abo v e the MS and lookback time,
lthough broadly remain constant along the MS in a given epoch (e.g.
agdis et al. 2012 ; Genzel et al. 2015 ; Scoville et al. 201 ; Tacconi

t al. 2020 ). It also appears that the gas fraction increases much more
ramatically with lookback time than the SFE (e.g. Tacconi et al.
018 ). Quiescent galaxies, which lie below the MS, are linked with
oth lower SFE and gas fractions (e.g. Piotrowska et al. 2020 ). 
Luminous (10 11 < L IR ≡ L 8 − 1000 μm 

< 10 12 L �, LIRGs) and ultra-
uminous infrared (IR) galaxies (10 12 < L IR < 10 13 L �, ULIRGs)
re amongst the most intensely star-forming galaxies in the universe
Sanders & Mirabel 1996 ) with SFRs ranging from tens up to
housands of solar masses per year (e.g. Rigopoulou, Lawrence
 Rowan-Robinson 1996 ); making them excellent probes of the

nterplay between gas and SFR. Their IR emission arises from
ust heated by newly formed massive stars and active galactic
uclei (AGNs), with AGNs being more pre v alent and powerful with
ncreasing luminosity (e.g. Tran et al. 2001 ; Veilleux et al. 2009 ;
ardini et al. 2010 ; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2012 ). 
Locally ( z < 0.2) ULIRGs are rare and appear to be undergoing a

ransient starburst phase, fuelled by gas-rich major mergers, whereas
ocal LIRGs show a more diverse range of morphological types,
uch as isolated discs and minor mergers (e.g. Kartaltepe et al.
010 ; Bellocchi, Arribas & Colina 2016 ; Larson et al. 2016 ). Their
R spectral energy distributions (SED) are dominated by thermal
mission from dust and have dust temperatures in the range 30–55 K
Clements et al. 2018 and references therein). They are very efficient
t converting their molecular gas into stars (e.g. Gao & Solomon
004 ) with depletion times on the order of 10 Myr (e.g. Pereira-
antaella et al. 2021 ). The extent of their star-forming regions is
elatively compact, with sizes of 0.3–2 kpc (e.g. Alonso-Herrero
t al. 2006 ; Pereira-Santaella et al. 2018 ). 

Although matched in luminosity, observations have shown that
igh redshift ( z > 1) U/LIRGs are very different from their local
ounterparts. Their co-moving density increases by a factor of ∼1000
etween redshifts of 1–2, where they are responsible for as much
s 50 per cent of the SFRD (e.g. Magnelli et al. 2011 ; Murphy
t al. 2011a ). Many authors have noted differences in their SEDs
e.g. Farrah et al. 2008 ; Muzzin et al. 2010 ), physical properties
nd morphologies (e.g. Kartaltepe et al. 2012 ; Hogan et al. 2021 ).
igh-resolution studies have revealed that the star-forming regions
f high- z U/LIRGs are relatively extended with sizes of the of order
–16 kpc (e.g. Iono et al. 2009 ; Tacconi et al. 2013 ). Dynamically,
igh-redshift U/LIRGs appear to be a mixture of mergers and disc
alaxies, with spatially resolved observations revealing large rotating
isks at z ∼ 2 with SFRs in the hundreds of M � yr −1 without any
NRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
ign of ongoing major merging (e.g. F ̈orster Schreiber et al. 2009 ;
isnioski et al. 2015 ; Hogan et al. 2021 ). In general, they do not

xhibit the metal deficiency seen in local U/LIRGs (e.g. Graci ́a-
arpio et al. 2011 ; D ́ıaz-Santos et al. 2017 ), which suggests softer

adiation fields and more e xtended re gions of star formation (e.g.
 ́ıaz-Santos et al. 2017 ; Herrera-Camus et al. 2018 ). 
At intermediate redshifts (0.2 < z < 1) U/LIRGs have properties

hat resemble both the high- z and local U/LIRGs. Intermediate- z
/LIRGs appear to be a mixture of interacting and isolated objects,

an have a lower dust temperatures than local U/LIRGs, b ut ha ve
 similar level of dust obscuration (Pereira-Santaella et al. 2019 ).
hey can have an SFE, dust and interstellar medium (ISM) that
xhibits characteristics that more closely resemble regular star-
orming galaxies than local U/LIRGs (e.g. Rigopoulou et al. 2014 ;

agdis et al. 2014 ; Lee et al. 2017 ), whereas other sub-populations
nclude high-luminosity starbursts (e.g. Combes et al. 2013 ). This
iversity of properties, and sub-populations ranging from normal
tar-forming galaxies to starbursts, ensures intermediate- z U/LIRGs
re key to understanding the transition between the two modes of
tar formation. 

Previous studies of the molecular gas content in intermediate- z
/LIRGs have been based either on samples of low luminosity LIRGs

e.g. Bauermeister et al. 2013 ; Lee et al. 2017 ) or high-luminosity
LIRGs (e.g. Combes et al. 2011 , 2013 ), that do not represent the

ntire population of U/LIRGs at these redshifts. The main results
rom these studies show high-luminosity ULIRGs are starbursts with
igh SFE whereas cold LIRGs lie on, or just abo v e, the MS and are
ess efficiently forming stars. It is necessary to fill this gap between
old LIRGs and warm ULIRGs if we want to better understand the
volution and properties of U/LIRGs at intermediate- z . 

In this paper, we present six targets observed by the NOrthern
x-tended Millimeter Array (NOEMA) and the Atacama Large Mil-

imeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). We establish the properties
f intermediate-z U/LIRGs, a population of galaxies located in the
ransition zone between regular star forming galaxies and starbursts.

e map the distribution of the molecular gas and dust, measure
o w ef ficiently they are forming stars, study their dynamics and
nvestigate what triggers star formation. 

When required, values of H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , �m 

= 0.3, and
� 

= 0.7 were used in this paper. When required the initial mass
unction (IMF) was assumed to be a Chabrier ( 2003 ) form. 

 OBSERVATI ONS  

.1 The sample 

ur six targets, FLS02 (2 merging galaxies), CDFS1 (2 merging
alaxies), SWIRE7, and SWIRE5, were selected from the sample
f intermediate redshift U/LIRGs presented in Magdis et al. ( 2014 ;
ereafter M14 ), Rigopoulou et al. ( 2014 ), and Pereira-Santaella et al.
 2019 ; hereafter PS19 ). Details of the targets are given in Tables 1 and
 . This parent sample was drawn from Herschel deep surv e ys (Oliv er
t al. 2012 ) based on two criteria: having 250 μm fluxes S 250 >

50 mJy, and redshifts between 0.2 < z < 0.8. The first criterion
nsured the targets would be IR luminous with log( L IR ) > 11.6. The
econd criterion was chosen to enable the Spectral and Photometric
maging REceiv er-F ourier Transform Spectrometer (SPIRE-FTS;
riffin et al. 2010 ) to observe the [C II ] 158 μm emission line. No
ther criteria on morphologies or colours were applied. The Herschel
hotometric and spectroscopic observations were complemented
ith single dish CO measurements ( M14 ), and ground-based I -band

ntegral field spectroscopy ( PS19 ). Morphology-wise, PS19 found
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Table 1. Our sample of intermediate U/LIRGs. 

Object RA Dec. z Scale 
J2000 J2000 kpc arcsec −1 

CDFS1-W 03:29:04 .39 − 28:47:53 .0 0 .289 4 .34 
CDFS1-E 03:29:04 .89 − 28:47:55 .5 0 .291 4 .36 
FLS02-N 17:13:31 .49 58:58:04 .4 0 .436 5 .66 
FLS02-S 17:13:31 .64 58:58:01 .0 0 .437 5 .66 
SWIRE5 10:35:57 .9 58:58:46 .2 0 .366 5 .08 
SWIRE7 11:02:05 .68 57:57:40 .4 0 .414 5 .49 
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Table 2. Observation details for our sample. 

Object Integration time a Synthesized beam 

b σc 
rms 

h arcsec × arcsec mJy beam 

−1 

CDFS1 0.2 (0.31 × 0.28) d 0.91 
FLS02 9.8 0.82 × 0.67 d 0.55 

(1.01 × 0.78) 
SWIRE5 3.8 0.72 × 0.61 0.61 

(0.82 × 0.67) 
SWIRE7 7.1 0.90 × 0.79 0.71 

a On source integration time. 
b Synthesized beam for the fully reduced data. 
c 1 σ sensitivity in each 20 km s −1 channel. 
d Value in brackets is the synthesized beam for natural weighting. Values 
without brackets are the synthesized beam for robust weighting with a 
threshold of 1. See Section 2.2 for full details. 
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he parent sample is a mixture of interacting and isolated discs (see
igs A1–A4 ). In addition, the sample straddles the region between 

he MS LIRGs and starbursting ULIRGs at this epoch, so it is ideal
or investigating the transition between MS and starburst galaxies and 
ts link to interaction stage, and also enabling a better insight into the
/LIRG population at an epoch when the universe is experiencing a 
ecrease in SFRD. 
For this study we selected four systems (six galaxies) from the 

arent sample: two interacting systems (FLS02 and CDFS1) and 
wo systems appearing to be isolated discs (SWIRE5 and SWIRE7) 
ased on optical images with a seeing limited resolution of ∼2 arcsec
 PS19 ). To summarize the previous findings, our six targets have dust
emperatures ranging between T dust = 29–42 K (lower than that of
ocal ULIRGs) and log( L IR /L �) in the range 11.79–12.41. They have
imilar ratios of un-obscured, traced by H α, to obscured, traced by
 IR , star formation as the local U/LIRGs. They do not exhibit the
C II ]/ L IR deficiency seen in local ULIRGs, except for FLS02, which
s indicative of softer radiation fields and more extended regions of
tar formation within our sources when compared to local ULIRGs 
e.g. D ́ıaz-Santos et al. 2017 , Herrera-Camus et al. 2018 ). 

.2 NOEMA 

e obtained NOEMA observations of the CO J = 3 → 2 ≡ CO(3 −2)
mission line ( νrest = 345.796 GHz) and its underlying continuum 

rest wavelength ∼0.9 mm) for four of our targets (three systems):
LS02, SWIRE5, and SWIRE7 (projects W19BV and W20GC, PI: 
 Garcia-Burillo). We used the C configuration of NOEMA and the 
bservations for FLS02 took place o v er sev en nights between 2019
ecember 29 and 2020 February 25, with SWIRE5 being observed 
n 2021 March 28 and SWIRE7 on three nights between 2020 March
1 and 2020 April 4. The field of view for these targets was ≈20–
1 arcsec. The data were reduced using the standard pipeline in 
he Grenoble Image and Line Data Analysis Software (GILDAS) 1 

oftware package. Bad visibilities were flagged and remo v ed, and 
he flux, RF and amplitude/phase were calibrated using standard 
OEMA calibrators. Calibrated uv tables for both continuum and CO 

ine were put together using the Continuum and Line Interferometer 
alibration (CLIC) 2 routine and the uv tables were imaged using 

he MAPPING routine. The lower side bands were used to put 
ogether the continuum uv tables in order to a v oid CO line emission.

e used robust weighting, with a threshold of 1, for the SWIRE7
ontinuum map, with a natural weighting used for the continuum 

aps in FLS02 and SWIRE5 in order to maximize the signal-
o-noise ratio (SNR). For the CO(3 −2), we used both robust and
atural weighting. The natural weighting was used so the CO(3 −2)
aps have a similar beam size to the continuum maps, allowing 
 https:// www.iram.fr/ IRAMFR/GILDAS 
 https:// www.iram.fr/ IRAMFR/GILDAS/ doc/ html/clic-html/clic.html 

3

W  

s

he morphology to be compared, with the robust weighting being 
hosen to impro v e the spatial resolution when fitting the kinematics
the naturally weighted CO(3 −2) cubes are used for all analysis
ther than fitting the kinematics]. The pixel size was chosen to be
.16 arcsec, which corresponds to ∼5/6 pixels across the synthesized 
eam size ( ∼0.8–1 arcsec) for all 3 sources, and we choose a channel
idth of 20 km s −1 . The dirty cubes were cleaned using the Hogbom

lgorithm within the CLEAN routine and the fully reduced clean 
ubes were exported as fits files for further analysis. The final cubes
ave a resolution of 0.72–1.01 

′′ 
corresponding to physical scales of 

3.7–5.7 kpc. Details of integration times, the beam size and noise
re given in Table 2 . 

.3 ALMA 

e obtained Band 6 ALMA observations of CO(3 −2) and continuum 

or CDFS1 (two merging galaxies) using 43 antennas of the 12-m
rray (project 2016.1.00896.S, PI: D Rigopoulou). The observations 
ere taken on 2016No v ember 4, with a total on source integration

ime of 0.2 h and field of view of ≈23.5 arcsec. One spectral window
as centred on the e xpected frequenc y of the CO(3 −2) line and the
ther three spectral windows were used to observe the underlying 
ontinuum. The data were reduced using the standard pipeline in 
he Common Astronomy Software Applications ( CASA ) software 
ackage (McMullin et al. 2007 ). Bad visibilities were flagged and
emo v ed and we used standard ALMA calibrators to calibrate the
ource. The continuum map was created by using multifrequency 
ynthesis mode within CASA on spectral windows that did not contain
he CO(3 −2) emission line. For the emission line cube we subtracted
he continuum emission in each channel by using the UVCONTSUB 

outine to fit a 0th order polynomial continuum model to the line free
hannels of the uv plane. The dirty cubes were then cleaned with
he TCLEAN routine and we used natural weighting to maximize 
he SNR. We choose a pixel size of 0.045 arcsec which is ∼7 pixels
cross the synthesized beam and set the channel width to 20 km s −1 .
ll data were corrected for the primary beam response to produce
ur fully reduced data cubes. The fully reduced data has a resolution
f 0.31 arcsec with a physical scale ≈1.5 kpc. 

 ANALYSI S  

.1 CO(3 −2) and continuum emission 

e created intensity maps of both CO(3 −2) and continuum for our
ources to study their morphology, flux, and relative positions. To 
MNRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
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ake the CO(3 −2) intensity maps we performed a 3 σ cut in each
hannel of the data cube and then integrated the remaining flux across
he total width of the emission line. For the continuum 0th moment
aps we made a 3 σ cut on the continuum map. These plots are

resented in Figs 1 and 2 , with 3 σ (and multiples of 3 σ ) contours
f the continuum emission o v erlaid on the CO(3 −2) maps. Line
idths are in agreement with previous measurements using a single
ish observation in M14 . The galaxy integrated spectra showing
omplex dynamics (see Fig. B1 ) and we only use the spatially
esolved NOEMA and ALMA data throughout this study. 

In this analysis, we assume that the main source of the continuum
mission, observed at a rest wavelength ∼0.9 mm, arises from the
ayleigh-Jeans tail of the dust emission. It is difficult to rule out
GN contrib ution, b ut as our sample do not show broad components

n the H α emission line ( PS19 ) we assume they are star formation
ominated. The absorption cross-section of galactic dust strongly
eaks in the UV so the IR emission is attributable to dust re-processed
tellar light from underlying O-type and B-type stars. This makes L IR 

mission a probe of star formation within the last 100 Myr (Kennicutt
 Evans 2012 ). The CO(3 −2) transition is 33 K abo v e the ground

tate and has a critical density of > 10 4 cm 

−3 at temperatures < 20 K,
o it traces the molecular clouds within the ISM from which stars are
ormed (e.g. Rigby et al. 2016 ), hence these observations allow us
o explore the relationship between molecular gas and ongoing star
ormation. 

For the northern source in FLS02 (hereafter FLS02-N) the con-
inuum and CO(3 −2) emission are approximately co-spatial and the
entre of the continuum coincides with the centre of CO(3 −2). The
outhern source, hereafter FLS02-S, has weaker CO(3 −2) emission
ith a marginal ∼4 σ detection in the continuum (see Fig. 1 ). The
WIRE5 CO(3 −2) and continuum emission show very different
orphology with the star-forming region smaller in extent than the
olecular gas and appears to have two peaks which are separated by
7 kpc (see Fig. 1 ). In CDFS1, the western source, CDFS1-W, shows
 disc-like structure in CO(3 −2) with a more compact continuum
ocated in the central region of the disc (see Fig. 1 ). Neither CO(3 −2)
r continuum are observed in CDFS1-E despite this galaxy having
 H α detection in PS19 (see Fig. C1 for its expected position with
espect to CDFS1-W and Fig. A1 for the optical observations of
his system, noting that north points down in the optical image). No
O(3 −2) was detected in SWIRE7, but there is a 20 σ detection of

he continuum (see Fig. 2 ). In Appendix A , we have included the
ptical images of all four systems from PS19 for comparison with
ur CO(3 −2) and sub-mm continuum. The morphology and its link
o both the triggers of star formation and the SFE within a galaxy
ill be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2 . 

.2 Molecular gas mass 

ocal observations have shown the integrated flux from the low-
 CO transitions can be used to estimate the molecular gas mass
ithin a galaxy (e.g. Bolatto, Wolfire & Leroy 2013 and references

herein). First, we must convert the CO(3 −2) flux density from our
ntensity maps to the integrated line luminosity using the following
quation from Solomon et al. ( 1997 ), 

 

′ 
CO(J − J −1) = 3 . 25 × 10 7 · S CO 
 v · ν−2 

obs · D 

2 
L · (1 + z) −3 , (1) 

here S CO 
 v is the integrated flux density in Jy km s −1 , νobs is the
bserv ed frequenc y in GHz, D L is the luminosity distance in Mpc, z
s the redshift of the source, and the line luminosity is in units of K
m s −1 pc 2 . 
NRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
The line luminosity is proportional to the gas within a galaxy,
herefore in order to estimate the molecular gas mass, M mol , from
 

′ 
CO(3 −2) the use of an appropriate αCO conversion factor is required.
his factor is dependent on the density of molecular clouds, the
ayleigh-Jeans brightness temperature and inversely proportional to

he metallicity within a galaxy (see Bolatto et al. 2013 for an in-depth
e vie w). To account for metallicity we adopt a metallicity dependent
onversion factor described in Genzel et al. ( 2012 , 2015 ): 

CO(3 −2) ( Z) = α0 · χ ( Z) · R 1 −3 ( M �/ (K km s −1 pc 2 ) ) , (2) 

here α0 is the un-scaled J = 1 → 0 conversion factor, χ ( Z ) is
he metallicity dependent scaling factor and R 1 − 3 is the ratio of
he L 

′ 
CO(1 −0) to L 

′ 
CO(3 −2) which is required to correct for the lower

ayleigh-Jeans brightness temperatures in higher J transitions. We
hoose the metallicity dependent scaling factor of Genzel et al.
 2015 ): 

( Z) = 10 −1 . 27 ×( 12 + log(O / H) −8 . 67) , (3) 

here 12 + log(O/H) is the gas phase oxygen abundance. The
onstant 8.67 ensures equation ( 2 ) reverts to the αMW 

when the
as phase oxygen abundance equals the solar abundance. 

We assume α0 equals the Milky Way conversion factor αMW 

=
.36 ± 0.9 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ), including the correction for helium,
nd R 1 − 3 = 1.9 (Lamperti et al. 2020 ), which is a typical value
een in star-forming galaxies. For the metallicity of our sample, we
se our sample’s [N II ] 6583 Å/H α ratios (N2) reported in PS19 and
onverted these to 12 + log(O/H) using the Pettini & Pagel ( 2004 )
orrelation. For SWIRE7, we set χ ( Z ) = 1 as it had no [N II ] 6583 Å
etection in PS19 . The values we obtain for αCO(3 −2) ( Z ) are shown
n Table 4 . Thus, the molecular gas mass in each target is found by 

 mol = αCO(3 −2) ( Z) · L 

′ 
CO(3 −2) . (4) 

One caveat when choosing a conversion factor is that local
LIRGs typically have an αCO factor which is about five times lower

han that of the Milky Way, with a value of ≈0.8 M �/(K km s −1 

c 2 ) for the CO(1-0) transition (e.g. Downes & Solomon 1998 ). Our
ample of U/LIRGs have different ISM conditions compared to those
f local ULIRGs (as discussed in M14 ) and are in an earlier stage of
nteraction ( PS19 ). Therefore, the metallicity dependent αCO(3 −2) ( Z )
s the most appropriate conversion factor for our sample. We discuss
ow the lower αCO would affect our results in Section 4.1 . 
It is worth emphasizing that our choice of metallicity scaling

actor is quite conserv ati ve. Genzel et al. ( 2015 ) use two metallicity
caling functions (see equations 6 and 7 of Genzel et al. 2015 )
nd takes the geometric mean of both as the final scaling factor.
e chose equation ( 3 ) to be our scaling factor as it gave us the

owest αCO(3 −2) ( Z ). If we chose the geometric mean, as in Genzel
t al. ( 2015 ), then our αCO(3 −2) ( Z ) would be ∼15 per cent higher on
verage, with a corresponding increase in M mol . 

Finally, M14 estimated the M mol using the dust-to-gas mass ratio
echnique (see M14 and references therein) and inferred an αCO 

onsistent with local star-forming galaxies for our sample (with the
xception of FLS02), further corroborating our choice. We note
he exception of FLS02 in M14 was due to its observed metal
eficiency, based on the [C II ] emission line, and classification as
n AGN. Subsequent evidence, such as a narrow H α and [N II ] 6583

emission lines and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons features
onsistent with mixed objects (Infrared Spectrograph data from
ouck et al. 2007 ), suggests that the source is not an AGN dominated
bject. Hence, our scaled αCO (Z) is the most pertinent choice for
LS02. 
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Figure 1. Intensity maps for our targets with CO(3 −2), in units of Jy km s −1 , on the left and continuum (rest wavelength ∼0.9 mm), in units of mJy beam 

−1 , 
on the right. The CO(3 −2) maps were made using a 3 σ cut in each channel and a 3 σ cut was also used on the continuum maps. Contours of the continuum 

emission are o v erlaid in white on the CO(3 −2) maps to show the o v erlap of dust and molecular gas, with the contours representing multiples of 3 σ continuum 

emission (i.e. 3 σ , 6 σ , 9 σ etc.). The grey contours on the continuum plots show negative 3 σ emission. The beam size is shown in the bottom left corner of each 
plot and the physical size scale is shown on the bottom right. For optical maps of the same galaxies see Appendix A and PS19 . 
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 except for SWIRE7 continuum. No CO(3 −2) was 
observed in this target. 
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.3 Star formation efficiency 

 galaxy’s SFE is calculated from its surface density of SFR and
olecular gas (SFE = � SFR / � mol ). To get the surface density, we
rst found the spatial size of the star-forming region, A cont , within our
/LIRGs by assuming that the continuum flux arises from the dust

nd that it traces the full extent of obscured star formation within the
alaxy (SFR IR ). As our sources are resolved we measured this area
irectly from the moment maps by multiplying the area of each pixel
y the number of pixels with SNR > 3 σ (see Fig. 1 ). To determine the
FR in each of our targets we take the L IR -SFR IR conversion factor

n Murphy et al. ( 2011b ) and apply this to the L IR from M14 . As our
ources are heavily dust obscured ( PS19 ) the SFR IR ≈ total SFR. 

As discussed in Section 3.1 the morphology of the continuum and
O emission is different across our sample. To accurately determine

he τ dep we use only CO(3 −2) that o v erlaps with the SFR IR . To
o this we placed a mask on the emission line cube that ensured
nly CO(3 −2) flux that arises within A cont is extracted. This mask
orresponds to the outer white contour in Fig. 1 . All flux outside this
NRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 

able 3. Observed CO(3 −2) properties of our sample of intermediate- z U/LIRGs.

Object S CO 
 v (total) a L’ CO (total) b S CO 
 v (masked) c 

Jy km s −1 10 9 K km s −1 pc 2 Jy km s −1 

CDFS1-W 13.42 ± 1.11 6.26 ± 0.52 9.71 ± 0.66 
FLS02-N 4.50 ± 0.33 4.93 ± 0.36 4.39 ± 0.29 
FLS02-S 1.34 ± 0.18 1.47 ± 0.20 1.34 ± 0.18 j 

SWIRE5 13.36 ± 0.87 10.18 ± 0.66 8.94 ± 0.56 
SWIRE7 < 0.26 k < 0.26 k < 0.26 

 The total CO(3 −2) flux density of the galaxy. 
 The total CO(3 −2) line luminosity of the galaxy. 
 The flux density within the masked region of each galaxy as explained in Section 
 The CO(3 −2) line luminosity within the masked region. 
 The IR luminosity from Magdis et al. ( 2014 ). 
 The dust temperature from Magdis et al. ( 2014 ). 
 The IR star formation rate from Pereira-Santaella et al. ( 2019 ). 
 The gas phase oxygen abundance obtained from the N2 ratio presented in Pereira-
 The log( L IR /L �) of 12.41 and T dust of 42 K is for the total FLS02 system. The d
xplained in Section 3.3 . 
 Masked region is equal to the total CO(3 −2) region for FLS02-S as explained in S
 SWIRE7 undetected in CO(3 −2) so the upper limit is calculated from the masked
ontour is not used for the SFE calculation. To integrate the masked
O(3 −2) flux we narrowed the velocity window to include only
hannels containing line emission and applied no threshold within
he masked region to ensure we missed no flux. The surface density
or the molecular gas was then calculated using � mol = M mol /A cont 

nd the SFR surface density was found via � SFR = SFR IR / A cont ,
here A cont is the area of the star-forming region as defined at the

tart of this section. 
We estimated an upper limit for M mol in SWIRE7 by finding

 3 σ upper limit for S CO 
 v. This was calculated from 3 σ /beam
 3 

√ 

N δv σrms , where N is the number of channels, δv is the channel
idth in km s −1 and σ rms is the noise per channel. We assumed a

inewidth of 300 km s −1 and multiplied the 3 σ /beam by the square
oot of the number of beams within A cont of SWIRE7 to get the
pper limit. For FLS02-S there is a marginal ( ≈4 σ ) unresolved
ontinuum detection so we assumed A cont is equal in size to the
O(3 −2) emitting region. 
Our results are listed in Tables 3 and 4 , and plotted in Fig. 3 . Our

ample of U/LIRGs show a τ dep of 11–301 Myr, with τ dep of 62–
01 Myr, excluding SWIRE7 as the source was not detected in the
O(3 −2) emission line (throughout this paper we use SFE and τ dep 

nterchangeably with a higher SFE equalling a lower τ dep and vice
ersa for a low SFE). This is higher than the τ dep = 1–15 Myr found
or local U/LIRGs (Pereira-Santaella et al. 2021 ), but lower than the
alues found for regular star-forming population at both low and high
edshifts which is of the order of 1 Gyr (e.g. Leroy et al. 2013 ; Tacconi
t al. 2013 ). This demonstrates that our U/LIRGs, which fall within
he transition region between starbursts and MS galaxies also fall
etween the loci of major mergers and regular star-forming galaxies
n the Kennicutt–Schmitt relation. Fig. 3 also shows how the � mol 

alues of our intermediate- z U/LIRGs are similar to those of gas-rich
S galaxies at high- z . Ho we ver, our intermediate-s U/LIRGs have

 higher SFE as shown by our sample having, on average, a larger
 SFR for a given � mol . 
It is worth noting that the SFR IR has been computed from the L IR 

nd the latter was obtained by fitting the photometry from Spitzer
nd Herschel Space Telescopes. We are, therefore, constrained by
he resolution afforded by the Herschel /SPIRE bands, which is ≈20
rcsec (Griffin et al. 2010 ). Hence, the L IR reported for the two
nteracting systems, FLS02 (centres separated by ≈4 arcsec) and
 

L’ CO (masked) d log( L IR /L �) e T f dust SFR 

g 
IR 12 + log(O/H) h 

10 9 K km s −1 pc 2 K M � yr −1 

4.53 ± 0.31 11 .79 29 91 9.08 
4.81 ± 0.32 12 .41 i 42 i 353 8.87 
1.47 ± 0.20 j – – 27 8.82 
6.81 ± 0.43 12 .06 33 170 8.77 

< 0.26 12 .10 36 190 −

3.2 . 

Santaella et al. ( 2019 ). 
ecomposition of the L IR into SFR for the individual galaxies of FLS02 is 

ection 3.3 . 
 region. 

e Bibliotek user on 18 M
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Table 4. Surface density details for our sample of intermediate- z U/LIRGs. 

Object αCO(3 −2) ( Z ) a M mol (total) 
b 

M mol (masked) c A 

d 
cont log( � CO /M � pc −2 ) e log( � SFR /M � yr −1 kpc −2 ) f τ

g 
dep 

M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ) 10 10 M � 10 10 M � 10 7 pc 2 Myr 

CDFS01-W 2.51 ± 0.52 1.57 ± 0.35 1.14 ± 0.25 0 .48 3.37 ± 0.09 1 .27 125 ± 30 
FLS02-N 4.56 ± 0.94 2.25 ± 0.49 2.20 ± 0.48 6 .04 2.56 ± 0.09 0 .77 62 ± 15 
FLS02-S 5.42 ± 1.12 0.80 ± 0.20 h 0.80 ± 0.20 6 .35 h 2.10 ± 0.1 − 0 .38 301 ± 80 
SWIRE 5 6.27 ± 1.29 6.38 ± 1.38 4.27 ± 0.92 6 .02 2.85 ± 0.09 0 .45 251 ± 60 
SWIRE7 8.28 ± 0.18 < 0.21 i < 0.21 6 .12 < 1.54 0 .49 < 11 

a The conversion factor from L ′ CO(3 −2) to molecular gas mass as described in equation ( 2 ). This value includes a factor of 1.9 to go from L ′ CO(3 −2) to L 
′ 
CO(1 −0) . 

b The total molecular gas mass within the galaxy. 
c The molecular gas mass inside the masked region as described in Section 3.2 . 
d The area of the continuum, assuming a 3 σ cut. 
e The molecular gas mass surface density. 
f The star formation rate surface density. We assume an error of 10 per cent for each target. 
g The depletion time of the molecular gas reservoirs within our galaxies. 
h The masked region is equal to the total CO(3 −2) region for FLS02-S as explained in Section 3.3 . 
i SWIRE7 is undetected in CO(3 −2) so the upper limit is calculated from the masked region as explained in Section 3.3 . 

Figure 3. Gas surface-density, � mol , versus star formation surface-density, � SFR , for our sample of U/LIRGs. They are compared to values for high- z star- 
forming galaxies (grey diamonds, Tacconi et al. 2013 ), local ULIRGs (white hexagons, Pereira-Santaella et al. 2021 ), and local star-forming disc galaxies (blue 
squares, Leroy et al. 2013 ). It can be seen our sample of U/LIRGs have longer depletion times when compared to local ULIRGs, but shorter depletion times when 
compared to normal star-forming galaxies, showing our intermediate-z U/LIRGs falls in the transition region between starburst and main-sequence galaxies. 
The dashed lines show how changing the αCO affects the � mol taking the extreme αCO(1-0) values: the local ULIRG conversion factor of 0.8 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ) 
and the Milky Way value of 4.36 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ). The cross in the bottom right corner shows the typical size of the error bars. 
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DFS1 (separated by ≈7 arcsec), corresponds to the entire system 

nd, cannot be calculated for each of the two nuclei independently. 
ince CDFS1-E is not observed in either continuum or CO(3 −2),

t is not included in this analysis, and we assume that all the SFR IR 

rises from CDFS1-W. For FLS02, we measure the total continuum 

ux from both sources and find each galaxy’s relative contribution 
o the total flux. This apportions the SFR IR = 380 M � yr −1 for the
ystem into 353 M � yr −1 for FLS02-N and 27 M � yr −1 for FLS02-S.

Our moti v ation for using the A cont , i.e. the 3 σ cut on the continuum,
o calculate the surface densities, is to ensure maximum o v erlap
etween star-forming regions and molecular gas. If instead we 
ssume a larger area which includes regions with CO(3 −2) flux
ut no continuum emission, our average τ dep increases. This is due 
o the CO(3 −2) emitting region being larger than the continuum
mitting region, as seen in Fig. 1 . Therefore, � SFR decreases faster
han � mol as the SFR IR stays constant when we make the area greater
han A cont (we assumed all SFR IR arises from the 3 σ continuum
ut), whereas we increase the measured CO(3 −2) flux, even if each
dditional pixel has a lower surface density than the average we
alculated in Table 3 . Depending on how we select this larger region,
MNRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Moment maps from the observations and best-fitting rotating disc model, found by 3D BAROLO, for CDFS1-W. The top left image shows the observed 
1st moment map, the top middle image is the 1st moment map from the best-fitting model and the top right is the residual map made by subtracting the best-fitting 
model from the observed map. The bottom left shows the observed 2nd moment map, bottom middle the best-fitting 2nd moment map, and the bottom right is 
the residual map. The beam size and physical scale bar are shown in the top left plot. Details of the kinematic modelling are given in Section 3.4 . 
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.g. a 3 σ or 5 σ cut on the CO(3 −2) maps (which is equi v alent to
hoosing a lower σ threshold on the continuum maps), the average
dep of our sample only increases by at most 40 Myr and therefore
ur conclusions remain unchanged. Our sample is still far below the
ypical τ dep of 1 Gyr in normal star-forming galaxies (e.g. Leroy et al.
013 ; Tacconi et al. 2013 ). 
Similarly, the (de)convolved source size also does not affect our

esults, as the beam sizes for the continuum and line emission
re similar, and any CO(3 −2) flux smeared outside A cont will only
arginally change the � mol and τ dep . As a test for this we assumed

hat the total integrated galaxy flux (see column 3 in Table 3 ) arises
rom within A cont and found that the increase in � mol changes the
verage τ dep by less than 40 Myr, demonstrating the robustness of
ur findings. 

.4 Kinematics 

o fit a kinematic model to the CO(3 −2) emission line we used the
D BAROLO code, which fits a 3D tilted ring model to emission line
ata cubes (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015 ). We used the SEARCH
lgorithm within 3D BAROLO to mask the galaxy from the back-
round. The algorithm is a source finder that works by first making
 5 σ cut across all channels and then assumes that all 3 σ emission in
djoining channels/pixels are part of the same source (Whiting 2012 ).

The model 3D BAROLO disc requires the following parameters: x
nd y positions, systematic velocity, rotational velocity (v rot ), velocity
ispersion ( σ gas ), radial velocity, position angle (PA), inclination,
cale height of disc, and gas surface density. The best-fitting model
s degraded to the same resolution as the input cube by convolving it
ith a 2D Gaussian that has the same width and PA as the observed

ynthesized beam of the input cube. 
We chose the peak of the continuum as the centre point of each

alaxy, set the radial velocity to zero, assumed a thin disc for the
cale height, fixed the systematic velocity to zero at the centre of
NRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
he emission and left the gas surface density to be estimated by
he algorithm. We initially let the code make initial guesses for the
A and inclination, and then left them fixed at that value. The v rot 

nd σ gas were left as free parameters for the code to fit. For our ring
ize we choose 0.3–0.4 arcsec to maximize the number of rings when
tting our source, while also ensuring an adequate number of spaxels
ithin each ring to enable an adequate fit. All other settings within

he algorithm were left as default (see Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015
or full details of the model settings). 

To determine the best-fitting model we compared the output
odel’s 0th, 1st, and 2nd moment maps to the observed 0th, 1st,

nd 2nd moment maps. If the PA and inclination greatly differed
rom the observed moment maps we manually fixed these values to
atch those of the observed maps, and re-ran the algorithm to find

he v rot and σ gas . In the four targets that have CO(3 −2) emission line
etections FLS02-N and FLS02-S show signatures of disturbed discs
nd were unable to be adequately fitted with a 3D BAROLO model;
hereas CDFS1-W and SWIRE7 show ordered rotation and were
t with a model thin disc. The observed moment maps, best-fitting
odel moment maps, plus the residual maps are shown in Figs 4 ,
 , and 6 , respectively, with the position velocity diagrams, along
he major kinematic axis, of the fitted galaxies shown in Figs D1
nd D2 . The best-fitting parameters that 3D BAROLO was able to
stimate/vary are given in Table 5 . These will be discussed in more
etail in Section 4.2 . 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Molecular gas and SFR at 0.2 < z < 0.6 

tudies have shown that the distance abo v e the MS is linked to both
n increased gas fraction and to the SFE of the gas (e.g. Scoville et al.
017 ; Popesso et al. 2020 ). To explore this further, it is instructive to
ompare our results with other U/LIRG samples, at similar redshifts,
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Figure 5. Details the same as in Fig. 4 , but for SWIRE5. 

Figure 6. The top panels show the 1st moment maps and bottom panels show the 2nd moment maps for FLS02-N (left) and FLS02-S (right). A 

3D BAROLO 

model disc could not be adequately fitted to this data due to insufficient resolution. Both galaxies show hints of a velocity structure consistent with rotating disc 
but we need higher resolution imaging, to resolve the velocity dispersion and to have more resolution elements across the disc, to fully analyse the kinematics. 
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rom the literature. Combes et al. ( 2011 ) presented CO observations
or a sample of ULIRGs at 0.2 < z < 0.6 which were previously
etected at 60 μm from IRAS and ISO observations. These ULIRGs
re undergoing starbursts and have higher dust temperatures than our 
ample ( T dust = 37–60 K with an average of 48 K), and we will refer
o these as warm ULIRGs. Lee et al. ( 2017 ) investigated a sample
f LIRGs, at 0.25 < z < 0.65, that have lower luminosities than our
ample (log( L IR /L �) = 11.2–11.6) and are located on, or just abo v e,
he upper boundary of the MS (hereafter referred to as cold LIRGs).

Molecular gas masses and SFEs have been determined in both 
he cold LIRG and warm ULIRG samples (Combes et al. 2011 ; Lee
t al. 2017 ), and these results along with our sample are plotted in
ig. 7 . The SFE in Combes et al. ( 2011 ) was presented in units of
 �/M � so we converted it to SFR/M � by using the conversion factor
f Murphy et al. ( 2011b ). F or the αCO conv ersion factor (Combes
t al. 2011 ) choose the value of 0.8 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ) that is used
n local ULIRGs and Lee et al. ( 2017 ) applied the Milky Way value
f 4.36 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ). All three samples have similar M mol so
he amount of molecular gas available to form stars is not causing the
iffering L IR . When comparing SFE ( τ dep ) of the three samples it is
ikely the increase in L IR is being driven by the SFE of the molecular
as. There is a statistically significant strong positive correlation for 
og(SFE) – log( L IR ) of the three samples, with a Pearson’s ρ = 0.91
 p -value < 0.001). 
MNRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
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Figure 7. The total molecular gas mass, M mol (left) and star formation efficiency, SFE (right) versus the IR luminosity, L IR , for our intermediate- z U/LIRGs. 
This is compared to cold LIRGs (blue diamonds, Lee et al. 2017 ) and warm ULIRGs (grey diamonds, Combes et al. 2011 ) from the same redshift. SWIRE7 was 
undetected in CO(3 −2) and its M mol and SFE are estimated from a 3 σ upper limit. The cross on both plots show the typical size of the error bars. These plots 
show that all three samples have similar M mol reservoirs but they are forming stars at different rates of efficiency, indicating that higher SFR are being driven 
by increased SFE as opposed to a larger M mol budget. 

Table 5. Kinematic details from the best-fitting thin model of 3D BAROLO. 

Object PA 

a Inclination b V rot (outer ring) c σ gas (max) d 

deg deg km s −1 km s −1 

CDFS1-W 306 79 259 ± 14 42 ± 10 
SWIRE5 188 50 346 ± 46 42 ± 6 

a Position angle of the major axis on the receding side of the galaxy, taken 
anticlockwise from north. There are no errors as this value was not allowed 
to vary. 
b Inclination angle of the galaxy with respect to the observer, with 0 ◦ being 
face-on. There are no errors as this value was not allowed to vary. 
c The inclination corrected rotational velocity in the outer ring of the best- 
fitting 3D BAROLO model. 
d Maximum velocity dispersion in the best-fitting ring model of 3D BAROLO. 
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These results show that U/LIRGs located in the transition region
etween starbursts and MS galaxies in terms of dust temperature and
 IR also populate the transition region based on SFE, with an average
dep of 150 Myr compared to τdep ≈ 18 Myr for warm ULIRGs and
1 Gyr for cold LIRGs. If we expand the comparison to include

he slightly higher redshift samples, Freundlich et al. ( 2019 ) find an
verage τ dep of 0.84 Gyr for star-forming galaxies at 0.5 < z < 0.8
mean αCO = 4.0 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ) based on using a metallicity
caling factor) and Combes et al. ( 2013 ) measured an average τdep ≈
5 Myr for starbursts at 0.5 < z < 1 ( αCO = 0.8 M �/(K km s −1 

c 2 )), both of which are consistent with the values at slightly lower
edshifts. 

Interestingly, Lee et al. ( 2017 ) found a stronger correlation
etween distance abo v e the MS and increased gas fraction, than
etween distance abo v e the MS and SFE. With these findings in mind,
t is possible, that an increase in just the gas fraction is sufficient to
ush a galaxy’s SFR abo v e the MS and into the transition region.
o we ver, a concurrent increase in SFE is required for a galaxy to

pproach the starburst regime, and we will investigate what may be
riggering this heightened SFE in Section 4.2 . 

Note that the values of SFE from various surv e ys and samples
epends on the methodology of calculating the M mol . Hence, the
FE is implicitly determined by the choice of αCO . As mentioned

n Section 3.2 , local ULIRGs have an αCO up to five times smaller
NRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
han the Milky Way. If we were to use the low- z ULIRG value
 ≈0.8 M �/(K km s −1 pc 2 ) for CO(1 −0), Downes & Solomon 1998 )
ur τ dep would be between 2 and 84 Myr (21–84 Myr if we remo v e
WIRE7). These τ dep values, from our four detections, are all greater

han the average of 18 Myr (median of 12 Myr) determined for the
arm ULIRGs. Due to the differing ISM conditions and merger stage

n our sample compared to the local ULIRGs ( M14 , PS19 ), we stress
hat our choice of αCO(3 −2) ( Z ) is fully justified. 

We reiterate that we were conserv ati ve in our choice of metallicity
caling factor. As discussed in Section 3.2 , we chose the scaling
actor that gives us the smallest αCO(3 −2) ( Z ) and if we used the
xact methodology of Genzel et al. ( 2015 ) (taking the geometrical
ean of two scaling factors) then we would get a larger M mol , with
 corresponding slight increase in τ dep , so the conclusions of this
ection are robust. 

From Fig. 7 , it is clear the cold LIRGs and warm ULIRGs occupy
wo different nodes on the L IR –SFE plane and appear to be bi-modal.
imilarly, the local ULIRGS and MS galaxies occupy different
egions of the � SFR –� mol plane, as seen in Fig. 3 . It is possible this bi-
odality of the Kennicutt–Schmidtt relation may be due to selection

ffects as we mo v e be yond local g alaxies. MS g alaxies make up
n estimated 90 per cent of the star formation density between z =
–2.5 (e.g. Tacconi et al. 2020 ), so most observations should fall
n the locus of star-forming galaxies on the Kennicutt–Schmidtt
elation. When studying starbursts at higher- z we are biased towards
he brightest targets which are easiest to detect and these bright
bjects are more likely to be associated with gas-rich major mergers.
he stochastic nature of mergers and limited time window to catch
alaxies in an early interaction stage may mean that we currently do
ot have a large enough sample of galaxies that are transitioning
etween low and high SFE. With our sample of U/LIRGs, that
traddles the transition region between regular star-forming galaxies
nd starbursting galaxies, the SFE seems to show a more continuous
hange. Shangguan et al. ( 2019 ) studied local LIRGs in various
tages of interaction and argued that they filled the gap between
ocal MS galaxies and local starbursts suggesting a gradual change
n SFE. Ho we ver, studies such as K ennicutt & Reyes ( 2021 ) re-
ffirmed the bi-modality of the Kennicutt–Schmidtt relation based
n local starburst and MS galaxies. As our sample is small we cannot
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ra w an y strong conclusions, and e xpanding the available samples
f transitioning objects with future observations is necessary to fully 
xplore this open issue. 

.2 Triggers of star formation 

oth morphology and kinematics provide important information on 
he mechanism that is triggering star formation within a galaxy. To 
nvestig ate wh y our U/LIRGs are less efficient at forming stars than
he starbursting ULIRGs of Combes et al. ( 2011 ) but more efficient
han the cold LIRGs of Lee et al. ( 2017 ), despite all having similar
 mol , requires careful analysis of the kinematics within our targets. 
ocal starbursts are associated with gas-rich major mergers, with 
inor mergers and disc like morphology becoming more common 
ith decreasing IR luminosity (e.g. Kartaltepe et al. 2010 ; Bellocchi 

t al. 2016 ; Larson et al. 2016 ). Merger fraction has also been seen
o increase with distance abo v e the MS (e.g. Pearson et al. 2019 ). In
erms of the gas, it has been observed locally that both M mol and SFE
re increased during galaxy interactions (e.g. Pan et al. 2018 ). Similar
rends are seen in simulations (e.g. Moreno et al. 2020 ), although the
oost in SFR due to interactions may not be large enough to push
igher- z U/LIRGs abo v e the MS (e.g. Fensch et al. 2017 ; Martin
t al. 2017 ). In terms of the availability of molecular gas to form
tars, galaxies can have the same M mol reservoirs but a different 
FR due to stabilization by a compact and massive bulge preventing 
ragmentation into stars (e.g. Martig et al. 2009 ). With these results
n mind we try to determine how morphology and merger status is
ffecting SFR and SFE in our sample. 

.2.1 CDFS1-W 

espite CDSF1-W being separated by only ≈30 kpc from CDFS1- 
, it has a clear rotating disc structure with little signs of disturbed

otation, so it must be at an early stage of interaction (see Fig. 4 ).
his source has the lowest SFR IR in our sample with 91 M � yr −1 , but
oes have the most compact star-forming region with all obscured star 
ormation located within the central ≈3 kpc of the disc. No obscured
tar formation is arising from the outer disc, therefore we suggest that
he galaxy undergoes inside out star formation. There is a signature 
f fast moving gas located in the central regions where star formation
s taking place, as shown in the position velocity diagram in Fig. D1
ith gas approaching 400 km s −1 . Outflows are ubiquitous in local
/LIRGs (e.g. Garc ́ıa-Burillo et al. 2015 ; Pereira-Santaella et al. 
018 ) and we need follow-up high spatial resolution observations of
DFS1-W to confirm if this fast moving gas is indeed an outflow. 

.2.2 FLS02 

he FLS02 system has the largest SFR IR , at 380 M � yr −1 . The
elocity fields (Fig. 6 ) of both sources seems to show a disturbed
elocity gradient, with an unresolved velocity dispersion profile. 
he pair of galaxies are separated by ≈20 kpc and the peak of

he emission lines are offset by ≈150 km s −1 . This implies a more
dvanced merging stage than CDFS1. FLS02-N also has the shortest 
epletion time, τ dep = 62 Myr, in our sample, which is consistent with
t being in a later interaction stage when compared to our other targets.
et, both galaxies in FLS02 show signatures of being a rotating disc,
hich may explain why they are located in the transition region and
o not yet have the SFE of a starburst. Higher spatial resolution
bservations are needed to properly probe the velocity structure and 
etermine what is triggering the high rates of SFR. 
.2.3 SWIRE5 

WIRE5’s morphology and kinematics are an interesting case as it 
ppears to be an isolated disc with a clear velocity gradient along
 single axis (Fig. 5 ). But, inspection of both the 0th, 1st, and 2nd
oment maps and the residual maps from the best-fitting disc model

how an excess of CO(3 −2) flux, south east of the galaxy centre,
han would be expected from a rotating disc (see Fig. 8 ) causing an
rregular morphology. This excess flux is co-spatial to a secondary 
eak in the continuum, a region of high velocity dispersion and a
mall deviation between the modelled and observed velocity field. If 
e select a region similar in size to the second peak in the continuum,

s plotted in the bottom row of Fig. 8 , there seems to be a velocity
radient along the major axis, when compared to the best-fitting 
odel disc. PS19 also made moment maps and fit kinematics to
WIRE5 with the H α emission line (see fig. B6 in PS19 ). The 0th
oment map of the H α line does not show a similar asymmetry in

he flux map but the velocity dispersion shows similar high values in
he south-east region of the galaxy. These observations were taken 
y the SWIFT telescope and due to the seeing limitations (the seeing
WHM for SWIRE5 was 2.7 arcsec), it does not provide higher
patial resolution data compared to our NOEMA observations. 

This disturbance may be an unresolved region of clumpy star 
ormation caused by disc instabilities (e.g. Behrendt, Schartmann & 

urkert 2019 ) or another possibility is that we are seeing interacting
alaxies hiding behind each other and appearing as one, such as
hat potentially observed in optical images of a low- z system in

azzilli Ciraulo et al. ( 2021 ). The hidden merger of Mazzilli Ciraulo
t al. ( 2021 ) was taken from a sample of galaxies with double peak
mission line profiles (Maschmann & Melchior 2019 ; Maschmann 
t al. 2020 ) some of which have been suggested to harbour hidden
inor mergers. SWIRE5 has an asymmetric double peak line profile, 

s shown in Fig. B1 , which is additional circumstantial evidence for a
idden minor merger. Conversely, the τ dep of 251 Myr suggest that if
here is a hidden minor merger it has not boosted the SFE of the gas,
ompared to the known interacting galaxies in our sample, although 
he τ dep is much higher than isolated discs, such as the LIRGs of
ee et al. ( 2017 ) with typical values of 1 Gyr. In either eventuality,

his disturbance is co-spatial with a region of ongoing obscured 
tar formation, so whatever underlying mechanism is causing the 
symmetry in the CO(3 −2) emission is also triggering star formation.

As the major axis of the synthesized beam is ≈3.5 kpc in
idth we require high spatial resolution observations to disentangle 

he possible scenarios. Signatures of minor mergers will also be 
xplored using mock observations from simulations in Hogan et al. 
in preparation), which will help interpret this and similar types of
bservations. 
To conclude, all four galaxies that are observed in CO(3 −2) are

nteracting and/or sho w de viations from a model isolated disc galaxy,
hich may explain why their SFE is greater than cold LIRGs at

imilar redshifts. None of the four appear to be major mergers, so
t is likely that the gradual rise in SFE, from the least luminous
IRGs to the highest luminosity ULIRGs at intermediate redshifts, 

s associated with the degree of isolation versus interaction. 

.3 CDFS1-E and SWIRE7 non-detections 

n important consideration when measuring the molecular gas 
ontent of galaxies is that direct observation of cold H 2 gas is difficult
s the lowest energy transitions are rotational quadrupole transitions 
hich require gas temperatures > 100 K, and this is higher than a

ypical temperature in the molecular ISM. The next most abundant 
MNRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 
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Figure 8. SWIRE5 shows excess flux, south east of the galaxy centre, than would be expected from an isolated disc as shown by the black ellipse in the top 
left plot. This corresponds to a second peak in the continuum, top middle, and a larger than expected gas velocity dispersion, rop right. There is also a slight 
deviation between the modelled and observ ed v elocity field as shown in the bottom panels. Without higher spatial resolution data it is not clear what is causing 
this asymmetry. Possibilities include a hidden minor merger or a large disc instability. 
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olecule is CO, whose low rotational excitation energy and critical
ensity have made it the traditional M mol tracer (e.g. Carilli & Walter
013 ; Combes 2018 ). Ho we ver, CO can fail to track the total H 2 reser-
oir in certain environments, such as the metal poor ISM of dwarf
alaxies, where the requisite metals are not available to shield the
O gas from ultraviolet (UV) photons leading to photo-dissociation

e.g. Papadopoulos, Thi & Viti 2002 ; Wolfire, Hollenbach & McKee
010 ). H 2 has a greater capacity for self-shielding from UV photons
o a non-negligible amount of molecular gas may be available to form
tars, despite being deficient in CO, and has been dubbed CO-dark
as (e.g. Krumholz, Leroy & McKee 2011 ). 

Although CDFS1-E is observed in H α in PS19 it is not detected in
ither CO(3 −2) or continuum. This galaxy has the lowest metallicity
mongst all the galaxies in PS19 , so it is possible that CDFS1-E is a
O-dark dwarf galaxy, and that the large L IR is arising entirely from
DFS1-W. Without further observations we cannot offer a definitive
onclusion for the nature of this galaxy. 

SWIRE7 poses more of a challenge as it has a strong ( ≈20 σ )
etection in the continuum despite having no CO(3 −2) detection.
S19 has a robust detection of an emission line at 927.8 nm with the
ost likely identification to be H α at z = 0.414. Having re-examined

he SPIRE-FTS spectrum presented in M14 there are possible 3 σ
etections of both [C II ] 158 μm and [O I ] 145 μm lines at the
 xpected wav elength, observ ed at 222 and 205 μm, respectiv ely, as
hown in Fig. 9 . The only other possibility is that PS19 ’s observed
mission line is H β at z = 0.91, with the ≈3 σ peak at 277 μm being
he [O I ] 145 μm line. This does not fit with the 222 and 205 μm lines
nd a strong detection of H β in a z = 0.91 ULIRG seems unlikely. 

It may be that this galaxy has a metal poor ISM, corroborated by
he lack of [N II ] 6583 Å detection in PS19 . Ho we ver, the SFR IR 

f 190 M � yr −1 does not agree with a classification as a dwarf
NRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 

n  
alaxy . Alternatively , the continuum detection may be due in part
o thermal free–free emission from electrons scattering in the H II

egions (e.g. Condon & Ransom 2016 ), as opposed to being the tail
f the Rayleigh-Jeans continuum, which would partly explain the
0 σ continuum detection despite being a metal poor object. 
Recently, possible examples (or cases) of CO-dark gas have been

bserved in a small number of intermediate- z LIRGs which have
een detected in [C I ] and dust continuum but are deficient in CO
Dunne et al. 2021 ). Although we do not have a [C I ] detection, if
he marginal detection of [C II ] is correct then the galaxy may not be
arbon deficient but may have some mechanism in the ISM that is
apidly dissociating CO into [C I ] and [C II ] (e.g. Bisbas et al. 2017 ).

If SWIRE7 is a true CO-dark ULIRG, and not an incorrect redshift,
hen it poses a challenge to the understanding of the ISM within dusty
tar-forming galaxies, so follow-up observations are required. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  

e have carried out CO(3 −2) observations with NOEMA and
LMA of six targets (four systems) located at 0.28 < z < 0.44.
ur sample consists of U/LIRGs that straddle the transition region
etween regular star-forming galaxies and starbursts. Our sample
lso fills the gap between previous studies of low luminosity LIRGs
nd high luminosity ULIRGs at this epoch, and allows us to explore
he entire population of luminous IR galaxies at a time when the
niverse is experiencing a rapid decline in star formation rate density.
he main results of this paper are: 

(i) We have detected CO(3 −2) emission in four of our targets:
DFS1-W, FLS02-N&S, and SWIRE5. There were two CO(3 −2)
on-detections: CDFS1-E and SWIRE7, but despite this a strong con-
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Figure 9. The spectrum of SWIRE7 taken by SPIRE-FTS. This galaxy was undetected in CO(3 −2) but has a robust detection of an emission line at 927.8 nm 

in PS19 which is assumed to be the H α line at z = 0.414 (see Section 4.3 for full details). There are marginal 3 σ detections at 222 and 205 μm, which agree 
with both [C II ] 158 μm and [O I ] 145 μm lines at z = 0.414, corroborating PS19 ’s H α detection. But the possible line at 277 μm fits with [O I ] 145 μm at z = 

0.91 and PS19 ’s detection being H β, but it is unlikely a strong H β detection would be observed in a ULIRG at z = 0.91. 
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inuum detection was found in SWIRE7. These observations show 

ur sample of intermediate- z U/LIRGs fall between the loci of MS
alaxies and starbursts on the Kennicutt −Schmidtt relation, suggest- 
ng that galaxies in the transition region between starbursts and MS
alaxies also populate the transition region on the � CO –� IR plane. 

(ii) Our sample of galaxies have a τ dep on the order of 100 Myr
nd comparing to U/LIRGs at a similar redshift, the depletion time is
ower than cold LIRGs, with a τ dep of the order of 1 Gyr, but higher
han warm starbursting ULIRGs, with τ dep of approximately 10 Myr. 
ll three U/LIRG samples have similar M mol budgets but differing 

tar formation efficiencies. A strong positive correlation between 
og( L IR ) and log(SFE) suggests it is an increasing SFE that is driving
he increasing SFRs, as opposed to larger gas fractions. The location 
f our sample on the log( L IR ) and log(SFE) plane points to a gradual
hange in SFE as a galaxy transitions between MS and starburst. 

(iii) All four galaxies for which we detected a CO(3 −2) emission
ine show signatures of rotating discs. Two of these show ordered 
otation (CDFS1-W and SWIRE5) that could be adequately fit with 
 model rotating gas disc using 3D Barolo. This is indicative of our
alaxies being isolated or in an early stage of interaction. 

(iv) As both FLS02 and CDFS1 are interacting systems and 
WIRE5 shows a disturbance that deviates from the disc model, 
hich may be a hidden minor merger or a disc instability, it seems

hat morphology and kinematics play a significant role in ele v ating
he SFE of a galaxy abo v e the MS. 

n summary, our sample of transitioning U/LIRGs fill the gap 
etween main-sequence galaxies and starbursts on the Kennicutt–
chmidtt relation. Their SFE bridges the gap between regular star- 
orming galaxies and starbursts at intermediate- z and suggest a 
ontinuous change in SFE between these two populations. These dif- 
erences in SFE may arise due to morphology and interaction stage. 
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MS to starburst transition in interm- z U/LIRGs 2385 

Figure A1. H α and rest frame 645 nm continuum for CDFS1, taken by the SWIFT telescope. The units for the continuum and emission line maps are 10 −15 

erg s −1 cm 

−2 μm 

−1 and 10 −17 erg s −1 cm 

−2 , respectively. The two arrows in the lower left-hand corner show the North and East directions. The seeing FWHM 

for this source was 1.4 arcsec/6 kpc. Note that north points down, opposite to our CO image of CDFS1. 

Figure A2. Same as Image A1 but for FLS02. The seeing FWHM for this source was 1.6 arcsec/9 kpc. Note that north points down, opposite to our CO image 
of FLS02. 

Figure A3. Same as Image A1 but for SWIRE5, the seeing FWHM for this source was 2.7 arcsec/13.7 kpc. Note that north points left. 
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M

Figure A4. Same as Image A1 but for SWIRE7. The seeing FWHM for this source was 2.1 arcsec/11 kpc. 
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MS to starburst transition in interm- z U/LIRGs 2387 

Figure C1. CO(3 −2) intensity map of the CDFS1 system, in units if Jy km s −1 , with the expected position of the undetected CDFS1-E marked with an X. The 
beam size is shown in the bottom left corner with the physical scale shown in the bottom right. 

APPENDIX  C :  EXPECTED  POSITION  O F  

CDFS1-E  WITH  RESPECT  TO  CDFS1-W  

APPENDI X  D :  POSI TI ON  V E L O C I T Y  
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igure D1. Position velocity diagram along the major kinematic axis of CDFS1-W
epresent the model galaxy from 

3D Barolo. The yellow points are the V rot calculate
nner 0.5 arcsec of the disc with projected velocities up to ≈400 km s −1 , which ma
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. The black contours show the observed galaxy with the red overlaid contours 
d for each ring in the model disc. There seems to fast moving gas within the 
y be suggestive of an outflow. 
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MNRAS 512, 2371–2388 (2022) 

Figure D2. Position velocity diagram along the major kinematic axis of SWIRE5, with the black contours show the observed galaxy with the red overlaid 
contours represent the model galaxy from 

3D Barolo. The yellow points are the V rot calculated for each ring in the model disc. 
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